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2 
THE MYTH OF SEXUAL 
REPRODUCTION 

In quite a different region, it is true, we do meet with such a hypothesis; 
but it is of so fantastic a kind – a myth rather than a scientific explanation – 
that I should not venture to produce it here, were it not that it fulfils 
precisely the one condition whose fulfilment we desire …. 

What I have in mind is, of course, the theory which Plato puts into the 
mouth of Aristophanes in the Symposium. 

Sigmund Freud (1920, p. 57) 

I will take the liberty of setting a myth before you … It is to be what is put 
into the mouth of Aristophanes …. This fable is a defiance to the centuries, 
for it traverses them without anyone trying to do better. I shall try …. 

Jacques Lacan (1977, p. 197) 

Introduction 

What does it mean to use a myth as a ‘hypothesis?’ Or, more broadly, how 
can a story that is, by definition, untrue contain ‘truths’ that demand it be 
retold over the centuries? Aristophanes is one of the six characters in Plato’s 
Symposium invited to speak on love. He recounts a myth about love’s origin, 
and Freud and Lacan are not alone in turning to it to convey lessons about 
human attachment. Freud (1920) gives an economical précis of this myth, 
according to which love is bound to the original nature of our ancestors: 

Everything about these primeval men was double: they had four hands 
and four feet, two faces, two privy parts, and so on. Eventually Zeus 
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decided to cut these men in two, ‘like a sorb-apple which is halved for 
pickling.’ After the division had been made, ‘the two parts of man, 
each desiring his other half, came together, and threw their arms about 
one another eager to grow into one.’ 

(pp. 57–58) 

Such is the origin of love, according to Aristophanes. The myth surfaces at 
several significant moments in the work of both Freud and Lacan. Its first 
appearance in psychoanalytic literature is in the Three Essays, but Freud returns 
to it in Beyond the Pleasure Principle. The changes in his use of the myth between 
these two works reflect his struggle to provide a new logic for sexual desire 
once his notion of an abstract libido has uncoupled sexuality from assumptions 
about natural harmony or growth. The truth value of psychoanalysis itself is at 
stake, hence the categories of ‘science’ and ‘myth’ have personal and profes
sional significance. Lacan returns to the role that Aristophanes’ myth plays in 
Freud’s work, but also to the role it plays in the source text: Plato’s Symposium. 
Plato provides Lacan with a means of approaching the philosophical questions 
underlying Freud’s struggle. These concern not just the value of myth, but a 
disturbing uncertainty regarding sexual reproduction itself. 
This is the uncertainty alluded to in this chapter’s title. To ask how natural 

sex is may seem bizarre, but it is a question at the heart of Freud’s exertions.  
In addition to the complications introduced by a libido that can attach to 
anyone or anything, sexual reproduction – the notion of being created by 
two parents – originally proves a greater challenge to the imagination than 
more straightforward ideas of autochthony, emerging self-formed from 
nature; Freud’s theories of infantile development place the mystery of 
where babies come from at the foundation of our epistemic impulse (see 
Freud, 1905). And if asexual reproduction is a more intuitive, comfortable 
idea, this may be for a further reason, for as Freud, Lacan and Plato all seek 
to demonstrate in their own ways, it is sexual reproduction that brings with 
it mortality. These are the relationships – of individuals and ideas – that this 
chapter explores. 

Freud’s use of Aristophanes’ myth 

The problem with sex 

To understand the meaning that Aristophanes’ myth held for Freud and its 
significance as a conclusion to Beyond the Pleasure Principle, it is necessary to 
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trace its presence from the start of his career. It arises at moments when 
Freud is concerned about the nature of the forces psychoanalysis is dealing 
with, conscious of the implications they have for the intellectual status of 
his theory. The first published reference to the myth in Freud’s work occurs 
in the landmark Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905). In these 
essays, Freud sets out, for the first time, the concept of libido and the 
development of the sexual instinct in human beings from infancy to 
maturity. Libido is Freud’s attempt to place psychoanalysis on a scientific 
footing.1 It is an abstract force, present in us from birth, the displacement of 
which by various events can provide us with an explanation of our eventual 
sexuality and our psychological make up more broadly. In his striving for 
scientific rigor, Freud unshackles human sexuality from any supposedly 
‘natural’ logic. He accepts this happily. ‘Popular opinion has quite definite 
ideas about the nature and characteristics of this sexual instinct’, the Three 
Essays continues. It is supposed to be absent in childhood, and its aim, 
when it arises, is sexual union. 

The popular view of the sexual instinct is beautifully reflected in the 
poetic fable which tells how the original human beings were cut up 
into two halves – man and woman – and how these are always striving 
to unite again in love. 

(p. 46) 

Here, Aristophanes’ ‘poetic fable’ is to be a foil for the brand new ideas of 
psychoanalysis. It reflects the ‘popular’ view, reminiscent of folk psychology, 
set against a science of the libido. 
Freud presents it as an anonymous ‘fable’ (poetische Fabel). The ‘love’ it 

mythologizes is emphatically heterosexual, allowing Freud to continue: ‘It 
comes as a great surprise therefore to learn that there are men whose sexual 
object is a man and not a woman, and women whose sexual object is a woman 
and not a man’ (p. 46). How is this possible? A theory of polymorphous libido 
will explain, providing a rationale for distinguishing between the biological 
‘aims’ of sexuality and the strange ‘objects’ we choose (Freud reminds us 
that even kissing, for example, is not logically connected to sex but arises 
from the pleasurable stimulation of mucous membranes associated originally 
with eating). Libido can be displaced, repressed and dammed up. Crucially, 
these processes can then be analysed. The comforting Aristophanic ‘fable’ is 
a straw man. Like Lacan in the previous chapter, Freud is willing, even 
eager, to frame psychoanalysis as counterintuitive. 
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Yet this popular view of the myth does not reflect Plato so much as a 
tradition of misreading Plato. In the version of the myth written by Plato 
himself, the original, double-bodied humans come in three different combi
nations: male–male, male–female, and female–female (Symposium, 189d). 
The sexual inclinations of these creatures, post-split, reflect their original 
pairing, placing the ‘heterosexual’ pairing in a minority. 
If it is a foundation myth, then it records the foundation of homo

sexuality: Aristophanes himself draws attention to the fact that the myth 
explains the occurrence of same-sex desire.2 And, of course, the Symposium 
has a special place in the history of defences of homosexuality (and of cri
ticisms of homosexuality) (Gill, 1999, p. xxi).3 So why does Freud, as we’ve 
seen, at the opening of the Three Essays, pick an argument with Aris
tophanes’ myth? A reference in Henri Ellenberger’s (1981) monumental 
account of Freud’s intellectual background provides a clue. 
Ellenberger, in seeking to understand the tensions between Freud’s 

scientific ambitions and his cultural background, emphasizes the significance 
of Naturphilosophie, a blending of Romantic philosophy and science that was 
dominant in Germany through the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Though its roots lie in the writings of Goethe, it was first formulated as a 
system by Friedrich Wilhelm von Schelling. Naturphilosophie contended 
that nature and spirit both sprang from one source, the Weltseele or world-
soul (tellingly, Schelling’s philosophy of nature emerges from his studies of 
Plato, in particular the Timaeus; see Grant, 2006; Sallis, 1999). Ellenberger 
(1981) notes two features of Naturphilosophie that will resurface in 
Freudian psychoanalysis: a vision of nature as the conflict of a positive and 
a negative force, and  the significance of ‘primordial phenomena’, the  
original forms from which later life has metamorphosed. Of these, he 
gives two examples: the Urpflanze, a model for all plants, and the myth of 
the Androgyne: 

In his Symposium, Plato  had told in  a  figurative sense that the 
primordial human being possessed both sexes, which had later 
become separated from each other by Zeus and that, ever since, 
man and  woman were searching for each other  in an effort to 
reunite. This myth, taken over by Boehme, Baader, and others was 
well suited to express the Romantic idea of the fundamental 
bisexuality of the human being, and it was elaborated in many ways 
by the Romantics. 

(pp. 202–203) 
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Ellenberger also neglects the same-sex pairs found in the original version. 
The presence of German theologian Franz von Baader and the Christian 
mystic who greatly influenced him, Jakob Boehme, suggests we have moved 
on from Plato’s pagan and homoerotic symposium. Baader is in fact the 
conduit through which the works of Boehme became known to Schelling 
and other Romantic philosophers. He also believed he had discovered the 
foundation of love, but where Freud looked to infancy, Baader sited it in 
God. So this is a ‘fundamental bisexuality’ that unambiguously underpins 
heterosexuality, a distinctly Christian Neoplatonism associated with 
romantic, heterosexual union. (Interestingly, while the Three Essays contains 
Freud’s first published allusion to Aristophanes’ myth, there is another in a 
love letter from Freud to his betrothed illustrating the intensity of his 
longing for union with her; Jones, 1953.)4 

In the nineteenth century, a Romantic desire for synthesis, alongside a 
renewal of interest in Boehme and the philosopher Paracelsus, drew atten
tion back to the figure of the Androgyne. Raymond Furness (1965) traces 
androgyny as a symbol of perfection and harmony from the Presocratics and 
Pythagoreans, through German mysticism to three Austrian writers very 
much in Freud’s milieu: Robert Musil, Georg Trakl and Rainer Maria 
Rilke. But Freud is set against an all-encompassing synthesis achieved at the 
expense of analytical thinking (i.e. classification and examination). Freud 
associates Naturphilosophie as much with a style of pseudo-investigation as with 
any particular content. Jones (1953) captures this in his own description: 

Naturphilosophie is the name of the pantheistic monism, close to 
mysticism … [which] was eagerly accepted by the average educated 
man and literary lady. The Universe, Nature, is one vast organism …. 
What characterized the German Naturphilosophie is the aspiration expressed 
in the name ‘speculative physics’ (which Schelling himself gave to his 
endeavors) and the unbalanced megalomaniac emotionalism of the 
phantasy and style of these writers. An English philosopher puts it thus: 
‘They exhibit tendencies that seem foreign to the course of European 
thought; they recall the vague spaciousness of the East and its reflection 
in the semi-oriental Alexandria.’ 

(p. 47) 

The damning description, ‘eagerly accepted by the average educated man 
and literary lady’, is reminiscent of those who swallowed the ‘popular fables’ 
in Freud’s account, finding them familiar and pleasing. ‘Monism’, 
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‘mysticism’ and the ‘East’ are all rocks Freud will spend his career trying to 
avoid. The concept of libido is intended to align psychoanalysis with the 
counter-tradition symbolized by the Institute of Physiology in Vienna in 
which Freud began his medical career as a neurologist (1876–82) under the 
iconic figures of Ernst Brücke and Emil Du Bois-Reymond. In the words 
of Du Bois-Reymond: 

Brücke and I pledged a solemn oath to put into effect this truth: No 
other forces than the common physical and chemical ones are active 
within the organism. In those cases which cannot at the time be explained 
by these forces one has either to find the specific way or form of their 
action by means of the physical-mathematical method or to assume 
new forces equal in dignity to the chemical-physical forces inherent in 
matter, reducible to the force of attraction and repulsion. 

(Jones, 1953, p. 45) 

Freud’s values  reflect the areas of research in which pioneering discoveries were 
being made, often of physical forces that came to replace the speculative forces 
of Romantic philosophy. The mid-nineteenth century saw the introduction 
of a general concept of ‘energy’ itself, a term not previously used in physics, 
taking over concepts such as the seventeenth-century vis viva (‘living force’).5 

Other advances included Michael Faraday’s research into electromagnetism in 
the 1820s, and Du Bois-Reymond himself pioneered research into the electrical 
properties of biological cells and tissues. So it is natural that when Freud first 
attempts to formulate psychoanalysis, he uses purely neurological terms. This is 
the early work preserved in the unpublished Project for a Scientific Psychology  
(1895). In this, he introduces ‘Q’ as the physical-mathematical term for a general 
nerve-force. It is, according to Freud, 

a quantity – although we possess no means of measuring it – a something 
which is capable of increase, decrease, displacement and discharge …. 
We can apply this hypothesis in the same sense as the physicist employs 
the concept of a fluid electric current. 

(1894, p. 60) 

The editors of the Standard Edition reject any literal interpretation, however, 
claiming that Freud ‘repeatedly emphasizes the fact that the nature of “neuronal 
motion” is  unknown to us’ (1895, p. 393). We are already between science and 
speculation. 
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The libido of the Three Essays allows Freud to preserve his desire to 
ground his theory in a physical force, but Freud has now embarked on a 
new type of investigation and a new direction of study, looking historically 
back to infancy in his quest to understand our psychology. The libido’s fragile 
intellectual position, involved in explanations that are at once biological and 
historical, explains the importance of distancing it from the popular ‘fable’ 
of the Androgyne: to re-emphasize its abstract element. No attraction will 
now be seen as innate; there is no mythical logic to sexuality (i.e. the pro
pagation of life; harmony of the sexes). Yet this libido, as a singular force 
with which to explain all, brings with it its own threat to the scientism of 
psychoanalysis. Monism and mysticism threaten to return by the back door. 
Aristophanes’ tale of Eros, which seemed quaint alongside the abstract 
libido, will be pressed into very different service as Freud struggles to avoid 
letting his theory collapse back into notions of the world spirit. It is this 
struggle that will culminate in Beyond the Pleasure Principle. 

The dangers of Eros 

Association with a Platonic conception of Eros initially appeals to Freud. 
He mentions it in a combative 1920 preface to the Three Essays, citing an 
essay by his pupil Max Nachmansohn, noting the failure of popular opinion 
to embrace psychoanalytic theory as a whole, particularly ‘that part of the 
theory … which lies on the frontiers of biology (i.e. the libido).’ In his defence, 
Freud (1905) claims the intellectual precedent of Schopenhauer and then 
Plato: ‘Anyone who looks down with contempt upon psychoanalysis from a 
superior vantage-point should remember how closely the enlarged sexuality of 
psychoanalysis coincides with the Eros of the divine Plato (cf. Nachmansohn, 
1915)’ (p. 42).6 This is the first time Freud himself makes an explicit com
parison between his own theories and those of Plato. Subsequently, in 
Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, Freud (1921) writes: ‘Yet [psycho
analysis] has done nothing original in taking love in this “wider” sense. In its 
origin, function and relation to sexual love, the “Eros” of the philosopher 
Plato coincides exactly with the love-force, the libido of psychoanalysis’ 
(p. 91). At this stage, Freud is still placing Eros in quotation marks. He 
resists incorporating it thoughtlessly, unscientifically: ‘one gives way first in 
words, and then little by little in substance too’ (p. 91). But it will prove his 
undoing nonetheless. 
Graham Frankland (2006) traces the transformation of Eros in Freud’s 

work, from being no more than a classical prop to a vastly expanded role: a 
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concept that, by the mid-1920s, threatens to overwhelm his sexual theory 
entirely. The problem is that Eros can seem a cool, bland thing compared 
to the libido. It is this asexual element that is most threatening. A clue to 
dangers ahead can be heard in Freud’s first use of the term, in his study of 
Leonardo da Vinci (1910). Here, Eros is ‘the preserver of all living things’, 
and Freud wonders that it was not ‘worthy material for [daVinci] in his 
pursuit of knowledge’ (pp. 69–70). Already, in ‘preserver of all living 
things’, there is an element of stasis and harmony that will not sit easily with 
the libido as drive.7 But it is the conjunction of a self-preserving Eros with 
another classical reference, Narcissus, that makes the problem critical. 
Narcissus also has a widening domain in Freud’s work. Mentioned in 

passing in Leonardo da Vinci (as Freud equates homosexuality and auto
erotism), by the 1915 addition to the Three Essays narcissism has come to 
define the original state of the ego itself: narcissistic or ego-libido is ‘the 
great reservoir from which the object-cathexes are sent out and into which 
they are withdrawn once more’; this self-enclosed libidinous ego ‘is the 
original state of things’ (1905 [2015 edn], pp. 139–140). Self-love precedes 
attraction to objects. Perhaps sensing that this inherent narcissism is a pro
blematic model of man – divorcing him from healthy, outreaching sexuality 
altogether – Freud turns to ideas of self-preservation again: ‘Narcissism in 
this sense would not be a perversion, but the libidinal complement to the 
egoism of the instinct of self-preservation, a measure of which may justifiably 
be attributed to every living creature’ (1914, p. 73–74). And, as evidence, 
Freud describes ‘the efforts of Eros to combine organic substances into ever 
larger unities’ (i.e. building life) (pp. 42–43); ‘Eros, which holds together 
everything in the world’, as he puts  it  a year  later  (1921, p. 92). This  concep
tion now combines Plato’s Eros with the evolutionary theories of Herbert 
Spencer (1820–1903), who applied the principles at a cosmic level, seeing all 
structures in the universe developing from states of simple, undifferentiated 
homogeneity towards complex, differentiated heterogeneity.8 

But, as a result of all this, a supplementary question has begun to trouble 
Freud: why do creatures use sexual reproduction at all? Or, to put the 
question in relation to human psychology as he is formulating it, why does 
the mental apparatus, which ‘above all [is] a device for mastering excitations’ 
(1895, p. 42), abandon the safe realms of narcissism and begin attaching 
sexual desire to external objects (see Kochhar-Lindgren, 1993)? Freud draws 
his response from an idea he had explored in the early Project, suggesting 
that ‘damned-up’ libido causes pain, and that pain must be relieved by a 
redistribution of the sexualized energy. Desire is an overflow of this energy. 
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And by 1910 he has introduced the concept of the Oedipus complex to 
account for the process by which libido gets directed outwards. Ideal 
development involves the dispersion of initially narcissistic libido via the 
Oedipal triangle (see Freud, 1914; Kochhar-Lindgren, 1993). 
Narcissus is implicitly opposed to Oedipus in Ovid’s original telling of 

the myth. He appears within Ovid’s account of Thebes in the Metamor
phoses, precisely where we might expect to find Oedipus himself (Oedipus 
is mysteriously absent). Several artfully constructed parallels between the two 
figures indicate that this is not a coincidence, although Ovid’s motivation 
remains unclear. Yet there is something more than arbitrary about this sub
stitution, and Ovid’s thought-provoking sleight of hand haunts Freud two 
thousand years later. They represent two opposed instincts, one towards the 
same, one towards what is different. And it is not just in relation to sexual 
theory that Narcissus’s regressive nature poses a threat: the two figures present 
different models of thought as well. Freud associates narcissism with forms 
of primitive magical thinking by which our beliefs subsume reality rather 
than take full account of it: ‘the now established omnipotence of thought 
among primitive races [is] a proof of their narcissism’ (1913, p. 75).9 Freud 
compares ‘the evolutionary stages of man’s conception of the universe with 
stages of the libidinous evolution of the individual’ (p. 76). As such, ‘the 
scientific stage has its full counterpart in the individual’s stage of maturity 
where … he seeks his object in the outer world’. In the former category, 
the ‘primitive’, Freud places Naturphilosophie itself, due to its belief in souls – in 
common with primitive animism. 
So the distinct, sexual nature of the libido is key to the integrity of 

psychoanalysis for multiple reasons. But a question arises: 

If the self-preservative instincts too are of a libidinal nature, are there 
perhaps no other instincts whatever but the libidinal ones? At all events 
there are none other visible. But in that case we shall after all be driven 
to agree with the critics who suspected from the first that psycho-analysis 
explains everything by sexuality, or with innovators like Jung who, 
making a hasty judgment, have used the word ‘libido’ to mean 
instinctual force in general. 

(Freud, 1920, p. 52) 

For Freud, the dangers of Naturphilosophie were bound to his concerns 
about Jung’s innovations. This is the final ingredient in the knot of anxieties 
out of which Beyond the Pleasure Principle emerges, a knot involving the 
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universal Eros and the intellectual status of psychoanalysis itself. The theoretical 
crisis that leads to Freud’s essay is precipitated by the appearance of Jung’s 
Transformations and Symbols of the Libido (1912–13). In this work, Jung 
expands the libido concept until it fills the universe itself, calling upon 
ancient myths in defence of his theory: 

I would remind the reader of the cosmogenic significance of Eros in 
Hesiod, and also of the Orphic figure of Phanes, the Shining One, the 
First-Created, the ‘Father of Eros.’Orphically, too, he has the significance 
of Priapus; he is bisexual and equated with the Theban Dionysus Lysius. 
The Orphic significance of Phanes is akin to that of the Indian Kama, 
the god of love, who is likewise a cosmogenic principle. 

(Jung, 1991, pp. 137–138) 

Eros is not just a cosmic force here, but an origin – an original harmony 
incorporating the sexual harmony of the Androgyne – and also, muddily, a 
principle of love and activity.10 The legacy of Naturphilosophie is unambiguous. 
Like his early nineteenth-century predecessors, Jung presents an unapolo
getically Romantic synthesis, steeped in Eastern mysticism. It is founded 
on anthropology rather than science. Final evidence that it is these associa
tions, as much as any theoretical issues, that underlies Freud’s deep anxieties 
over a monistic libido, his insistence that sex equals science, is provided by 
Jung himself in his autobiography: 

I can still recall vividly how Freud said to me, ‘My dear Jung, promise 
me never to abandon the sexual theory. That is the most essential thing 
of all. You see, we must make a dogma of it, an unshakeable bulwark.’ 
He said that to me with great emotion, in the tone of a father saying, 
‘And promise me this one thing, my dear son: that you will go to church 
every Sunday.’ In some astonishment I asked him, ‘A bulwark – against 
what?’ To which he replied, ‘Against the black tide of mud’ – and here he 
hesitated for a moment, then added, ‘of occultism.’ 

(Sulloway, 1992, p. 362) 

Beyond the Pleasure Principle: Freud’s 
mythic-molecular vision 

I take a walk in the evening at 6:30, my hands stained from the white and 
red blood of the sea animals, and in front of my eyes the glimmering debris 
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of cells, which still disturb me in my dreams, and in my mind nothing but the 
big problems connected with the names of testicles and ovaries – universally 
significant names. 

Letter from Freud to Eduard Silberstein, April 5, 1876 
(Boehlich, 1989, p. 158) 

Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) is Freud’s final attempt at maintaining a 
treasured dualism of forces within human life as opposed to the single, 
universal spirit described by Jung and his Romantic predecessors. It is here that 
Eros is set against an opposed but equally fundamental ‘death drive’.11 On one 
hand, the essay is Freud’s most self-consciously speculative work, but it is 
also his deepest delving into the realms of molecular and evolutionary 
biology, a return to the researches of his youth, referred to in the letter to 
his friend Eduard Silberstein above. 
In 1874, a young Freud had been sent to Trieste by his teacher, the 

zoologist Carl Claus, to dissect marine life: his mission – to discover whether 
eels are sexed, whether they reproduce sexually or asexually (Reidel-Schrewe, 
1994). It is a question dating back to what R. J. Hankinson (1995) describes 
as ‘perhaps Aristotle’s most  influential mistake’ when, in his  History of Animals, 
he claims that some creatures do not reproduce themselves at all but are 
rather perpetuated when fortuitous material circumstances occur – and gave 
as an example eels arising from mud. Uncertainty over the eel persisted into 
the nineteenth century. Freud’s research, which will become ‘Observations 
on the configuration and finer structure of the lobed organs in eels described 
as testes’ (his first publication) in the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy 
of Sciences in Vienna (1877), constitutes a significant contribution to the 
debate. Providing evidence that the eel was bisexual, it would have been 
very much in line with another theory of androgyny, one more likely to appeal 
to Freud: Darwin’s own  idea  of  the  ‘descent of man’ from hermaphroditic or 
androgynous origins. 
Reidel-Schrewe (1994) observes that most scholarship on Freud’s intellectual 

background emphasizes the neurological component of his pre-psychoanalytic 
days, research completed after his medical degree was obtained in 1881, 
rather than the early zoological studies. But Freud recalled his six years 
working under Brücke as the most rewarding of his early life. And the 
questions to which he was seeking answers on a biological level linger well 
into the next century. Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) is notorious for its 
tangents, convolutions, collisions and its premise. I suggest this is, in part, 
because there are at least two different levels of questioning at work in the 
essay. The question most immediately provoking Freud’s speculations is, as 
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we’ve seen in the chapter above: why do we repeat unpleasant things? 
Freud posits a repetition compulsion beyond the pleasure principle. He then 
extends this force until it concerns not just repetition but a more general, 
anti-libidinous instinct to return. It is in this way that a new dualism arises: 
the outreaching life drive versus a backwards-reaching death drive. The 
stated challenge of Beyond the Pleasure Principle is to see whether this appar
ently paradoxical and distinctly mythopoeic impulse back towards the 
inanimate – towards death – can be rendered scientific. But lingering 
beneath this is the old conundrum of sexual reproduction and its opposition 
to a more intuitive vision of autochthony. 
One recent discovery in this area is of particular fascination to Freud: 

meiosis. Meiosis is the type of cell division by which eggs and sperm are 
produced. Here, of course, we are drawing close to an actual origin, that of 
sexual reproduction. And, in so far as death is a property of sexed creatures, 
to an origin of death itself. This is a valuable context with which to 
understand Beyond the Pleasure Principle and its use of Aristophanes’ myth: 
the biology of Freud’s time and advances in Germany in particular. It was 
in the second half of the nineteenth century that the mechanisms of cell 
division began to be understood. Eduard Strasburger, Walther Flemming, 
Heinrich von Waldeyer and the Belgian Edouard Van Beneden laid the 
basis for cytology (the study of cells) and for cytogenetics, the branch of 
genetics concerned with the cell. Strasburger coined the terms ‘nucleus’ 
and ‘cytoplasm’. Van Beneden discovered how chromosomes combined 
during the production of gametes, those cells that fuse with another cell 
during fertilization. Meiosis was discovered and described for the first time 
in 1876 and described at the level of chromosomes by Van Beneden in 
1883. But it wasn’t until 1890 that the significance of meiosis for repro
duction and inheritance was explained by the German evolutionary 
biologist, August Weismann (1834–1914). It is the figure of Weismann 
who looms large in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, seeming  to point a way  
through the darkness. 
Freud begins chapter 6 of Beyond the Pleasure Principle with a summary of 

Weismann’s work on the immortality of germ plasm: 

The greatest interest attaches from our point of view … to the writings 
of Weismann. It was he who introduced the division of living sub
stance into mortal and immortal parts. The mortal part is the body in 
the narrower sense – the ‘soma’ – which alone is subject to natural 
death. The germ-cells, on the other hand, are potentially immortal, in 
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so far as they are able … to develop into a new individual, or, in other 
words, to surround themselves with a new soma. 

(1920, pp. 45–46) 

The germ plasm theory Freud describes was Weismann’s greatest contribution 
to biology. It states that inheritance of characteristics only takes place by means 
of the germ cells (gametes such as egg cells and sperm cells). Other cells of the 
body, somatic cells, play no part in heredity. The implication of this is termed 
the ‘Weismann barrier’: there can be no inheritance of characteristics 
acquired during a parent’s life. Nothing ‘learned’ in the body is passed on, 
contrary to the theory that had been proposed by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
(1815–1822) (Lamarck also believed that organisms progressed up an evolu
tionary ‘ladder’, the simplest organisms arising via spontaneous generation). 
This is, of course, a crucial step towards the modern study of genetics. The 
aspect of the theory that interests Freud, however, involves the splitting of 
the self into mortal and immortal parts. Weismann’s lecture, ‘The duration 
of life’, delivered in 1881, argued that unicellular organisms that reproduced 
by splitting in two could not be said to die. 

I am well aware that the life of the individual is generally believed to 
come to an end with the division that gives rise to two new individuals, as 
if death and reproduction were the same thing. But this process cannot be 
truly called death. Where is the dead body? What is it that dies? Nothing 
dies; the body of the animal only divides into two similar parts. 

(1889, p. 25) 

The implication, as Weismann noted in 1889, is that among unicellular 
organisms that reproduced by splitting ‘death and reproduction were the 
same thing’ (Small and Tate, 2003, p. 129).12 In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 
Freud first seems to agree with Weismann, but this doesn’t quite fit Freud’s 
argument for a fundamental death drive. Indeed, in the context of evolu
tionary history, it implies that death is a relatively recent invention, not 
inherent at all. Freud turns to Protozoa for evidence of a fundamental death 
drive, one that might precede sexual reproduction. He uses the definition 
of death supplied by German biologist Max Hartmann, death as the ‘definitive 
end of individual development’: 

In this sense protozoa are also subject to death; with them death 
invariably coincides with propagation, but it is, so to speak, disguised 
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by the latter, for the whole substance of the parent organism may be 
absorbed directly into the new individuals. 

(1920, p. 47) 

Death and reproduction are one. As a result of this, the dualism needs to be 
recast once again, no longer opposing life and death but the mortal and the 
immortal. Science has its own realm of the immortal: autochthonous, self-
reproducing life. This can be found within us as well as beyond us. In his 
analysis of narcissism six years earlier, Freud has used to Weismann to argue 
that, while ‘the individual himself regards sexuality as one of his own ends … 
from another point of view he is an appendage to his germ-plasm …. He is  
the mortal vehicle of a (possibly) immortal substance’ (1914, p. 78). 
This is the context for a curious tangent in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 

as Freud wonders whether mortality itself is necessary. We are accustomed 
to think so, he notes, ‘strengthened in our thoughts by the writings of our 
poets’, but this belief in the necessity of dying may be ‘another of those 
illusions which we have created’. He turns to biology to test the validity 
of the belief but warns, ‘we may be astonished to find how little agree
ment there is among biologists on the subject of natural death and in 
fact that the whole concept of death melts away under their hands’ 
(1920, p. 45). 
Death can only happen to individuals. Individuality only arises in the 

context of finite, sexually reproducing creatures (not when we turn to the 
cellular mutations of asexual life forms). Now the question ‘why sexed 
reproduction’ is shadowed by sexual reproduction’s implication in mortality. 
Accounting for its origin becomes even more pressing. Freud gropes for a 
conclusion by looking for a beginning: we need more information on the 
origin of sexual reproduction and of the sexual instincts in general. He 
speculates that the origin of reproduction by sexually differentiated germ 
cells might be pictured ‘along sober Darwinian lines’ as due to its genetic 
advantage, an advantage that ‘was arrived at on some occasion by the 
chance conjugation of two protista, [and] was retained and further exploited 
in later development’ (p. 56). It is not clear why this explanation is insufficient. 
Yet Freud continues: ‘apart from this, science has so little to tell us … that 
we can liken the problem to a darkness into which not so much as a ray of 
hypothesis has penetrated’. This sentence, marking the beginning of Freud’s 
return to Plato, is an echo of Darwin himself (of lines that clearly pre
occupied Freud). In his paper, ‘On the two forms, or dimorphic condition, 
in the species of primula’, Darwin (1861) writes: 
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We do not even in the least know the final cause of sexuality; why new 
beings should be produced by the union of the two sexual elements, 
instead of by a process of parthenogenesis …. The whole subject is 
hidden in darkness. 

(p. 94) 

Darwin leaves off here. Freud cannot resist casting his net wider, drawing 
on resources beyond science. He refers to Aristophanes’ myth, according to 
which primeval man was split in half, love being the desire of the two 
halves to rejoin, and swiftly converts it to a mythic-molecular vision: 

Shall we follow the hint given us by the poet-philosopher and venture 
upon the hypothesis that living substance at the time of its coming to 
life was torn into small particles, which have ever since endeavored to 
reunite through the sexual instincts? … That these splintered fragments 
of living substance in this way attained a multicellular condition and finally 
transferred the instinct for reuniting, in the most highly concentrated form, 
to the germ cells? 

(1920, p. 59) 

Where, in the Three Essays, Aristophanes’ account of Eros was a ‘fable’, it i s  
now simultaneously ‘myth’ and ‘hypothesis’. Its ambiguous status within 
Plato’s dialogue is acknowledged (‘put into the mouth of Aristophanes’), 
but the myth is still identified with the ‘poet-philosopher’ Plato himself. 
Where, before, myth was opposed to science, now it patches over a gap where 
science runs out. The myth might point towards an underlying universal 
logic, an instinct residing in the germ cells but which matches our intuitive 
psychological beliefs about attraction. And it appears to resolve Freud’s 
conflicting theoretical intuitions, for the myth pictures a desire at once 
turned upon ourselves and seeking an external object, the longed-for resolu
tion of Eros, Narcissus and Oedipus. Narcissus longed to be split so that he 
could rejoin with himself: ‘How I wish I could separate myself from my 
body!’ Narcissus cried (Ovid, Metamorphoses, III 588). Aristophanes’ tale of 
Eros presents a fulfilment of that wish. It is both narcissistic and founded on 
a primal rupture. And in its tale of severance it discovers a source for sexual 
attraction in the instinct to return. 
Finally, while maintaining the benefits of its mythic status, Aristophanes’ 

myth promises to tie together the disparate strands of Freud’s essay. It is the 
closest Freud will come to synthesizing classicism, zoology and evolutionary 
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biology. But only a sentence later he confesses: ‘I am not convinced myself and 
… I do not seek to persuade other people to believe.’ The tone of humility is 
Freud’s final gesture of intellectual rigour. He is still waiting for science to 
shine its light, for the discovery of something new to break the repetitive cycle 
that has come to mark both sexual and epistemological desire. 

Lacan’s use of Aristophanes’ myth 

The lamella: immortal desire 

The week he introduces Aristophanes’ myth into Seminar XI (1977), Lacan 
has been trying to communicate his own interpretation of libidinal energy, 
under the heading of the ‘drive’. The drive is not so much a force con
necting someone to their chosen object of desire, however, but an incessant 
pulsation, a loop, returning to the subject around a space where its object is 
supposed to be. Where desire thinks it has found its object, drive describes 
the force we’re confronted with when desire fails to stop. It is relentless. 
But Lacan isn’t content to leave the force in metaphorical limbo, avoiding 
questions as to its origins or its physical nature; he wants to think further about 
this drive he has conjured up, as a way of thinking about psychoanalysis more 
broadly. 
It is at this point that he announces he will ‘take the liberty of setting a 

myth before you’. It is to be what is ‘put into the mouth of Aristophanes 
on the subject of love in Plato’s Symposium’ (p. 197). But unlike Freud, 
who turns to Plato’s myth to find a precedent, Lacan seeks to compete with 
it. He describes himself as ‘defying, perhaps for the first time in history, a 
myth that acquires so much prestige’, and offers a myth of his own ‘under 
the same heading’. In fact, what Lacan gives us seems initially to have little 
connection at all. Lacan keeps ‘the heading’ but, where Aristophanes 
describes the splitting of primal people, Lacan describes the splitting of an 
egg’s membranes: ‘Whenever the membranes of the egg in which the fetus 
emerges on its way to becoming a new-born are broken, imagine for a 
moment that something flies off’ (p. 197). It is this extra ‘something’ he 
names ‘the lamella’. 
The lamella becomes an almost infinitely expandable concept in Lacan’s 

theory. At certain points it is a force akin to the drive or the libido; at other 
times it relates to the immortal life force that threatens the individual from 
within – because it is itself immortal. It connects to Lacan’s exploration of 
both myth and biology, and to Freud’s wrestling with sex and death. 
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The lamella is something extra-flat, which moves like the amoeba. It is 
just a little more complicated. But it goes everywhere. And it is 
something – I will tell you shortly why – that is related to what the 
sexed being loses in sexuality, it is, like the amoeba in relation to sexed 
beings, immortal – because it survives any division. 

(p. 197) 

If the lamella defies easy understanding, this is no accident. It is an extra
ordinary example of how Lacan merges ideas accumulated over several 
years of seminars into a single concept, providing a solution that draws on 
all of them and challenges us not to settle into it too easily. It is closer to a 
(unsolvable) crossword clue than to a coherent concept, thick with Lacan’s 
reading of Freud, and Freud’s impasses in particular, but also with the 
philosophy of Plato, the prism through which the myth enters Western 
culture. 
For this reason, in exploring the lamella, Lacan’s reading  of  the  Symposium in 

Seminar VIII (2015) is a helpful place to start. While it is the figure of Socrates 
for whom he turns to the dialogue, Lacan enjoys a close relationship with 
the text as a whole. He argues that it is dominated by one theme 
throughout, our own fundamental lack. This, naturally enough, is the light 
in which he views Aristophanes’ myth. In contrast to Freud, Lacan does not 
focus on the implicit romantic promise, but draws out a deep streak of 
pessimism, overlooked by many of those who have turned to the myth 
over the centuries. It is shot through with violence and impossibility, Lacan 
reminds us. 

It is clear that in the first behaviour which follows the birth of these 
beings which are born from such a division in two, what Aristophanes 
shows us at first and what is the underpinning of what immediately 
comes here in a light which for us is so romantic, is this kind of 
panicky fatality which is going to make each one of these beings seek 
above all his half, and then, clinging to it with a tenacity, which one 
might say has no way out, effectively makes them perish side by side 
because of their incapacity to rejoin one another. 

(1977, p. 197) 

Already there is a very particular emphasis, a sense of failure in Aristophanes’ 
account that Lacan sees defining the Symposium’s message as a whole. To 
describe this sense of an inherent split within the subject, one which we can 
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never fully repair, Lacan uses the concept of castration. In Freud’s theory, 
castration anxiety is bound to fear of the father’s authority, the law, and the 
law of gender in particular. Lacan retains plenty of this but, as his reading of 
the myth suggests, the concept of castration in Lacanian theory relates to a 
law of simply being – being individual and therefore mortal. This informs his 
pursuit of the motive force of sexuality. Four weeks before the eleventh 
seminar begins, Lacan delivers a paper, ‘On Freud’s “Trieb”’, in which he 
cites the Symposium as an exceptional dialogue in foregrounding the issue of 
castration, ‘the altogether new mainspring Freud introduced into desire’ 
(2007, p. 723). He argues that Socrates, throughout the Symposium, is equally 
concerned with ‘the function of lack’ (2015, p. 113). By way of example, 
Lacan points to the speech of Agathon. Agathon delivers a flowery and 
romantic eulogy befitting his role as poet, but, as a eulogy on a fantasy, 
Lacan sees it characterized by its Nichtigkeit, its vacuousness. It is hollow in 
itself, and masks the hollowness around which desire forms. 

Everything Agathon says, for example, about the beautiful – that it 
belongs to love and that it is one of love’s attributes – succumbs to 
Socrates’ questioning: ‘Is the love about which you spoke love of 
something? Does loving and desiring something mean having it or not 
having it? Can one desire what one already has?’ 

(2015, p. 113) 

Eros is founded on absence not presence, nothing not something. This is 
central to Plato’s overarching strategy in the Symposium. As Lacan recognizes, 
over the course of the dialogue, Plato moves the focus of his enquiry 
towards a desire without physical end. The question becomes that of Eros’s 
goals: can desire be satisfied? Aristophanes’ myth plays its part in the overall 
scheme. Freud, in overlooking this fact (like most who return to the myth), 
tangles himself in a theoretical knot. Lacan’s reading of the myth as pessi
mistic may seem idiosyncratic but it is true to its source, and a closer look at 
the Symposium reveals why. 
An excess of longing is present in the myth from the very start, and 

explicitly bound to mortality. Desire exists before the circle-people are split 
(indeed, this is the source of their trouble): it is a desire to compete with the 
gods (see Ludwig, 2002).13 Plato writes that, unlike the immortal gods, 
humans in the Symposium are not naturally happy being mortal beings, so they 
seek to climb to the gods. Zeus’s decision to split them is a response to this 
original overreaching desire to conquer the realms of the immortal. If the 
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myth concerns love, then already it is a side effect of an exile from the 
immortal. After a great deal of thought, Zeus informs the other gods: ‘I 
have an idea by which human beings could still exist but be too weak to 
carry on their wild behaviour’ (190c). In this context, the judicial violence 
of his solution is palpable: 

Zeus cut the [humans] into two, as people cut sorb-apples in half 
before they preserve them or as they cut hard-boiled eggs with hairs. 
As he cut each one, he told Apollo to turn the face and the half-neck 
attached to it towards the gash, so that humans would see their own 
wound and be more orderly. 

(190e) 

The original ‘circle-people’ are split, not as part of any divine plan, but as 
a cautionary punishment imposed by Zeus to check their power. (This is 
elided in Freud’s conventionally bland account: ‘Eventually Zeus decided 
to cut these men in two, “like a sorb-apple which is halved for pick
ling”’). The navel is left as a cautionary reminder (191a), along with a 
continued threat: ‘If we think they’re still acting outrageously, and they 
won’t settle down, I’ll cut them in half again so that they move around 
hopping on one leg’ (190d). What’s more, Plato emphasizes that the split 
severs the people from the immortal gods as well as within themselves. 
The humans’ original roundness was derived from their heavenly origin: 
from the sun, earth and moon, for male, female and mixed pairs respec
tively (190b) (see Ludwig, 2002). All this is lost. The moral delivered at 
the end of the myth draws attention away from love and back to fearful 
veneration: to avoid further punishment, ‘everyone should encourage 
others to show due reverence towards the gods’ (193b). We live under 
threat of Zeus’s knife.  
Crucially, for both Plato’s theory of love and Lacan’s theory of desire, in 

Aristophanes’ account reproduction is an afterthought, introduced as a 
solution to the problem of desire. At first, the newly divided humans, 
clinging to their other halves ‘died from hunger and from general inactivity, 
because they didn’t want to do anything apart from each other’ (191a–b). It 
is because of this that Zeus moves the genitals around to the front, allowing 
sexed reproduction (rather than reproduction with the earth, as had been 
the way) (191b). As Paul Ludwig (2002) notes, Eros is not to be simply 
identified with sex. Indeed, Zeus devises sex as an anodyne for Eros because 
the goal of permanent bodily reunion or fusion is impossible. 
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All this is noted by Lacan. What is really of significance in the Symposium, 
Lacan (2015) asserts, is the idea that attraction is born of the violence 
described above; on loss and subsequent lack: 

These beings, split in two like pear halves, die, at a time x that is not 
specified since it is a mythical time, in a futile attempt to fuse anew. 
They are doomed to vain efforts to procreate in the earth, and I will skip 
the whole mythical discussion as it would take us too far afield. How 
is their problem to be resolved? Aristophanes speaks to us like little Hans 
does: their genitalia – which are in the wrong place, because they 
are where they were when the beings were round, that is, they are on 
the outside – are unscrewed and screwed back onto the stomach, just 
like the faucet in Hans’ dream, as reported in Freud’s case history. 

(p. 93–4) 

‘Little Hans’ was a five-year-old boy whose father corresponded with Freud 
about his son’s constellation of anxieties and obsessions, including the fantasy 
of a detachable penis that would screw into his belly. Freud located a fear of 
castration at the centre of Little Hans’s phobias, and it is as such that the 
case here serves not only to emphasize the absurdity of the divided people’s 
hopes, but as a useful bridge between Aristophanes’ myth and Freud’s 
theory, even if Freud himself failed to see it. 
It is the mystical seer Diotima who finally pops the bubble of fantasy, 

exposing Aristophanes’ myth as infantile. Socrates gives voice to her teaching 
in a famously odd act of ventriloquism.14 

‘The idea has been put forward,’ she said, ‘that lovers are people who 
are looking for their own other halves. But my view is that love is 
directed neither at their half nor their whole unless, my friend, that 
turns out to be good. After all, people are even prepared to have their 
own feet or hands amputated if they think that those parts of themselves 
are diseased.’ 

(Plato, Symposium, 205e) 

With this vivid, medical literalism, combined with subtle philosophical dis
tinction, Diotima moves the entire debate towards a consideration of what 
underlies desire: why we seek pleasure in the first place. 
In a revealing aside at the opening of Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud 

(1920) expresses his longing for ‘any philosophical or psychological theory 
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which was able to inform us of the meaning of the feelings of pleasure and 
unpleasure’ (p. 7). It is a rare admission that he finds himself and psycho
analysis on the edge of metaphysics. Freud finds nothing to his purpose. But 
Plato is more comfortable moving beyond the immediate goals and objects 
of desire to the purpose of pleasure itself. The lover loves what is good, 
Diotima demonstrates, and desires that it become their own. They desire this 
because it brings happiness. What is this sensation for? For Plato, happiness 
is a clue to what might be sought beyond the material and mortal, beyond 
the transient and therefore illusory. Better than the good itself is to have the 
good forever. With this ingenious refinement, a dimension beyond the material 
and transient is established. At this point, the speech of Socrates-Diotima 
becomes increasingly mystical; the language remains tied to biology but a new 
realm beyond the material opens up: 

the object of love is not beauty, as you suppose … [it is] Reproduction 
and birth in beauty …. And why is reproduction the object of love? 
Because reproduction is the closest mortals can come to being perma
nently alive and immortal. If what we agreed earlier is right, that the 
object of love is to have the good always, it follows that we must desire 
immortality along with the good. It follows from this argument that 
the object of love must be immortality as well. 

(Plato, Symposium, 206e–207a) 

According to Diotima’s teaching, by using the power of mind we can move 
from the love of one body to love of beauty itself, to the good, and then to 
the reproduction of the good as virtue. This is one way to ground a logic 
for desire, even if it depends on a metaphysical realm of values. But curiously, 
as with Freud, an interest in physical immortality haunts the dialogue. An 
impulse towards immortality can be seen in all nature, Plato writes: ‘mortal 
nature does all it can to live forever and to be immortal. It can only do this 
by reproduction: it always leaves behind another, new generation to replace 
the old’ (207d). Like Freud, Plato presents an image of the individual as 
subordinate to the immortal life of its species. And, again, this force is at 
work inside us as well as beyond us, an immortal ‘life force’ threatening to 
subsume the mortal individual from within. Plato points out that, even while 
alive and supposedly consistent, an individual is degenerating and being 
rebuilt in fragments, ‘for instance, his hair, skin, bone, blood and his whole 
body’ (207d). The attention Socrates-Diotima pays to a physical immortality 
distinguishes this from other Platonic dialogues, which concentrate on the 
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immortal soul (e.g. Phaedo, Republic). This is the way that every mortal 
thing is maintained in existence, Diotima argues, not by being completely 
the same, as divine things are, but because everything that grows old and 
goes away leaves behind another new thing of the same type. ‘This is the 
way, Socrates, that mortal things have a share in immortality, physically and 
in all other ways’ (208a–b). 
Diotima exposes Aristophanes’ account of Eros as insufficient. Yet it is his 

myth that gets retold through the millennia. More often than not, it eclipses 
its original context; Freud is not the first or last to confuse his view with 
Plato’s own (see Hatfield and Walster, 1978). Against Socrates-Diotima’s 
vision of human life, in which individuality is obliterated, part of the 
seductive power of Aristophanes’ myth lies in its presentation of love as 
specific to each man and woman. The singularity of our chosen object under
pins our own uniqueness. Martha Nussbaum (1979) finds in Aristophanes’ 
myth an unprecedented expression of this idea: that love is a response to a 
person’s unique individuality.15 And, of course, that individuality is a 
reflection of our own individuality. Aristophanes’ myth is, above all, a myth of 
the singularity of our desires: the fantasy of finding ‘the one’ is concomitant 
with the fantasy of our own uniqueness. 
It would seem straightforward that desire emerges precisely from this 

greedy egotism, from an (over)abundance of selfhood. Yet, as Plato shows 
us, we desire what we feel is lacking. This is what Lacan (1977) wants to 
salvage from the Symposium: 

Aristophanes’ myth pictures the pursuit of the complement for us in a 
moving and misleading way, by articulating that it is the other, one’s 
sexual other half, that the living being seeks in love. To this mythical 
representation of the mystery of love, analytic experience substitutes 
the search by the subject, not of the sexual complement, but of the 
part of himself, lost forever, that is constituted by the fact that he is 
only a sexed living being, and that he is no longer immortal. 

(p. 199) 

This primal loss becomes an increasing focus in Lacan’s work from Seminar 
XI onwards – a primal loss of immortality, as in Aristophanes’ myth, 
moving psychoanalysis away from previous developmental narratives. The 
lamella is a particularly useful concept to introduce in this eleventh seminar – 
a seminar in which Lacan has a new audience, comprising of philosophy 
students at the École Normale Supérieure – because he is seeking to present 
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psychoanalysis as a theory concerned with philosophical questions of being 
and nothingness as well as narratives of infancy. 
This is one function of the lamella – almost as a satire of psychoanalytic 

schools that privilege the primal loss of the breast, of the mother. Lacan 
even asserts that the lamella is ‘an organ’ (p. 141), evoking Melanie Klein 
(1967) and the object-relations school. Klein theorized the ‘part-objects’ 
(breast, faeces, penis, etc.) with which we begin to negotiate the inner and 
outer, ourselves and others. This school of thought receives Lacan’s explicit 
criticism in both ‘Position of the unconscious’ and Seminar XI, where the 
lamella is hedged in with warnings not to focus analytically on the ‘breast’, 
and the dangers of thinking our attachment might be an attachment to 
something as organic as weaning (2007, p. 719). This is a continuation of 
the previous year’s concerns. Much of the imagery relating to pregnancy 
and the placenta can be traced to the 1963 seminar on anxiety in which 
Lacan presents an initial ‘separation’ comparable to the lamella myth, 
exploiting the imagery of birth and motherhood to distinguish himself from 
the familiar psychoanalytic accounts: ‘The characteristic separation at the 
beginning … is not the separation from the mother’, he asserts (2014, 
pp. 166–167). 
Lacan’s refusal of biological literalism is partly responsible for leaving the 

influence of his own medical training underexplored. But it lends him an 
array of imagery and emboldens his own incorporation of Freud’s scientific 
references.16 When Lacan returns to Beyond the Pleasure Principle, it is to  
both the speculative and scientific strands of the essay. His speculative 
inheritance concerns the death drive. Insofar as the lamella represents 
‘drive’, Lacan borrows many of its connotations from the ‘death drive’ itself, 
rather than the libido. Indeed, ‘every drive is virtually a death drive’, Lacan 
states in ‘Position of the unconscious’. At times, for Lacan, this is because 
the drive pursues its own extinction; at others, it is because it involves the 
subject in repetition, and sometimes because it seeks something beyond 
pleasure: the ineffable, impossible, overwhelming jouissance; it does not 
know how to stop. 
But the lamella is informed by Freud’s hard science as well: the glutinous 

vision of a self-reproducing life-substance from which the ‘I’ has been 
extracted. Freud (1920) describes ‘splintered fragments of living substance’ 
creeping and autonomous (pp. 26–27). Lacan adds this to imagery he has 
noted in Seminar I, Freud’s description of the libido as ‘given off to the 
object-cathexes much as the body of an amoeba is related to pseudopodia 
which it puts out’ (Freud, 1914, p. 75). In addition to all this, Lacan has his 
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own interest in Weismann. As early as Seminar I, Lacan has been exploring 
‘the notion of the immortality of the germ-plasm’, an immortality on which 
the mortal individual is ‘parasitic’, ‘worth nothing alongside the immortal 
substance hidden deep inside it … which authentically and substantially 
represents such life as there is’ (1988, p. 121). 
One of the most remarkable features of the lamella is its name, which 

manages to combine elements of all the above. In English, the term lamella 
is most commonly found in zoology – although also botany and anatomy – 
to label a thin scale, layer of bone or a filmy tissue. In humans, lamellae is 
the anatomical term given to the precursors of the prepuce (the foreskin in men, 
or protective tissue around the clitoris in women) during the development of 
reproductive organs; Lacan (2014) had spoken at length on circumcision in 
the previous year’s seminar with regards to our anxiety-riddled relationship 
to the ‘lost-object’. Richard Boothby (1991), in his own commentary on 
Lacan’s text, informs the reader that, ‘Literally speaking, the word “lamelle” 
refers to the thin folds of flesh forming the gills of bivalve molluscs, such as 
clams or oysters (in the class Lamellibranchia)’ (p. 237). Paul Allen Miller 
(1998) notes that lamella, in French, would sound like the diminutive of 
lame (blade), itself evoking the act of division in the myth. Darian Leader 
(2003) unearths another layer of semantic resonance when he notes that in 
ancient burial practices: ‘Lamellae were thin gold plates or foils buried with 
a cadaver and containing instructions and passwords for use in the next 
world’ (p. 46).17 

In truth, all are connected by the humble omelette. In ‘Position of the 
Unconscious’, a paper delivered in 1960 at a colloquium at Bonneval 
Hospital and rewritten in 1964, the year of Seminar XI, Lacan sets out the 
terrifying, B-movie potential of the slimy, autonomous lamella at greater 
length, bestowing it with a punning synonym: hommelette.18 A website on 
food-related words explains that the omelette is named after the kitchen 
pan in which it was originally cooked: the spelling ‘omelette’ evolved in old 
French from une amelette: a wide, flat frying pan. Amelette itself can be traced 
back to the Latin lamella meaning ‘thin layer’ or ‘slender leaf’. This refers to 
the iron from which a blacksmith would have hammered out the earliest 
frying pan.19 So ‘lamella’ represents hard metal and slimy substance in one. 
Hommelette is more than just a pun, however; it is a reminder of the 

concept’s significance. It reminds us that, at issue, is what starts the drive in 
the first place. ‘This hommelette, as you will see, is easier to animate than 
primal man, in whose head one always had to place a homunculus to get it 
working’ (Lacan, 1977, p. 197). Lacan’s homunculus mocks the failure of 
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ego-psychology to break from what Lacan sees as a pre-scientific model of the 
mind – the I of the cogito, as he puts it, mistaken for ‘the homunculus who 
has long been represented whenever one has wished to practise psychology … 
the presence, inside man, of the celebrated little fellow who governs him, 
who is the driver, the point of synthesis, as we now say’ (p. 141). This is the 
‘Ego’ as explanation, as supposedly accounting for our needs and desires. 
Part of the message behind Lacan’s bad pun is that the lamella is to be 
opposed to any anthropomorphic model of human will; in fact, it is in no 
way an hommelette: a homunculus, familiar, internal, self-willed. What starts 
the mechanism, making it tick, pulling the trigger – the question that plagued 
Freud – is not an innate driver but the initial split. 
It is in this way that the lamella’s role shifts line by line. If the passages on 

the lamella appear opaque even by Lacan’s standards, it is worth recognizing 
the extent to which he has gone out of his way to make them so, confusing 
conceptual boundaries at every turn. He has fun with it. You can plug it into 
the body: it can, and indeed must, attach to the rims of the erogenous zones; 
it is ‘a force field’, a  surface which can be turned inside out. Whenever we 
think we have grasped it, a new detail or metaphor arises to defeat both the 
visual and theoretical imagination. Lacan evokes the placenta, the amoeba, 
he toys with the bizarre pun hommelette, and just when we have identified 
the lamella as a form of lost object, ‘what the sexed being loses in sexuality’, 
it becomes the libido itself, a force, an organ and a myth: ‘This lamella, this 
organ, whose characteristic is not to exist, but which is nevertheless an 
organ’ (2007, p. 718). 
It is mythical. This is perhaps the most challenging aspect of the lamella: 

when, after all our work, we’re told not to consider it real after all. But it is 
clear that, to Lacan at least, this is essential. One week after he has introduced 
the lamella to the eleventh seminar, Lacan relives the moment. The libido is 
the essential organ in understanding the nature of the drive, he asserts. 

This organ is unreal. Unreal is not imaginary. The unreal is defined by 
articulating itself on the real in a way that eludes us, and it is precisely 
this that requires that its representation should be mythical, as I have 
made it. 

(1977, p. 205) 

Lacan takes the underlying issue that troubled Freud, the exact status of the 
libido, and places it in the foreground. Freud struggled to reconcile a theory 
of memories and narratives with a model based on the circulation of 
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energetic force. For Lacan, who places greater attention on language, the 
danger is even more pronounced. A probing of the category of myth itself 
is one solution to this predicament. As Ellie Ragland (1996) puts it: ‘In 
trying to decipher the “myth” of libido, Lacan ended up redefining myth’ 
(p. 201). 
Lacan’s recourse to myth often comes alongside frustration at those who 

see his structuralist approach as neglecting the dynamic, libidinal element of 
Freudian theory. ‘At a time that I hope we have now put behind us, it was 
objected that in giving dominance to structure I was neglecting the 
dynamics so evident in our experience’, he complains in Seminar XI, 
following the introduction of the lamella (1977, p. 203). And his original 
turn to Aristophanes in ‘Position of the unconscious’ is prefaced by a similar 
complaint: 

As for sexuality, which people would like to remind me is the force 
we deal with and that it is biological, I retort that analysts perhaps have 
not shed as much light as people at one time hoped on sexuality’s 
mainsprings …. I will try to contribute something newer by resorting 
to a genre that Freud himself never claimed to have superseded in this 
area: myth. 

(2007, p. 716) 

In support of this interpretation of Freud, Lacan seizes on moments such as 
Freud’s comment in his New Introductory Lectures (1933a): ‘The instincts so 
to say are our mythology. Instincts are mythical entities, magnificent in 
their indefiniteness’ (p. 95). This is repeated in Freud’s comment to Einstein, 
with regards to the death drive: ‘Does not every science come in the end to 
a kind of mythology like this? Cannot the same be said today of your own 
physics?’ (1933b, p. 211). 
As Lacan continues to probe this concept of myth – that it describes 

necessary but non-existent forces – the question of how it might have an 
effect returns. In ‘On Freud’s “Trieb’”, Lacan draws upon Freud’s statement 
regarding mythical drives again: 

The drives are our myths, said Freud. This must not be understood as a 
reference to the unreal. For it is the real that the drives mythify, as 
myths usually do: here it is the real which creates desire by reproducing 
in it the relationship between the subject and the lost object. 

(2007, p. 723) 
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This cryptic assertion hinges on the Lacanian concept of the real. In Lacan’s 
tri-partite scheme of real, symbolic and imaginary, the real describes all that 
lies beyond the latter two categories: what escapes language; what cannot, 
therefore, be imagined. Just as the lamella flies off when a new life is 
established, the real is what is expelled when a signifier becomes attached to 
a piece of existence; it is the bit that that signifier fails to capture (Bailly, 
2009). As such, the real is not outside of the symbolic but a structural feature 
of it: its limit. It is what cannot be assimilated in the chain of signifiers, yet, 
in its exclusion, it drives their circulation. (It bears a direct relation to Freud’s 
theories of trauma and repression, particularly as elaborated in Beyond the 
Pleasure Principle: repetition as a failed attempt to master loss, to process what 
consciousness resists as impossible.) In this way, it arises whenever we 
explore how the subject is attached to the symbolic order. And it is this 
relationship on the border of the symbolic and the real that Lacan suggests 
the drives ‘mythify’, i.e. embody, bestow with narrative form. This is the 
value of Aristophanes’ myth of Eros, very clearly concerned with lost 
objects, and very clearly a myth. 

The truth of myths 

Something about Aristophanes’ tale foregrounds the idea of myth itself, 
inducing the self-consciousness heard when Freud and Lacan refer to it: ‘I will  
take the liberty of setting a myth before you’; ‘it is of so fantastic a kind – a 
myth rather than a scientific explanation’. 
When Freud turns to other myths it is different: Narcissus and Oedipus 

find themselves in a more ambiguous category, evoking psychological truths 
that come to eclipse their mythical sources. 
Aristophanes’ myth, however, seems to draw attention to its artifice. It is a 

crowd pleaser, its seductive simplicity plain to see. For A. E. Taylor (1966), ‘the 
whole tale of the bi-sexual creatures is a piece of gracious Pantagruelism …. 
Plato’s serious purpose must be looked for elsewhere’ (p. 209). Christopher Gill 
(1999), in his edition of the Symposium, suggests, ‘It is more like an intellectual’s 
idea  of  a myth or an Aesopic fable’ (p. xxiii). It is, literally, the myth of a 
comedian. As Lacan is keen to note, Plato not only invites to the symposium a 
comic playwright, but one known for lampooning Socrates. And Lacan (2015) 
has an explanation for this curiosity: Plato has a ‘clown’, a comedian in place,  
because ‘Love is a comical feeling …. [This] is so essential  and indispensable  
that it is why there is in the Symposium a presence that, for a long time, 
commentators were never able to explain, that of Aristophanes’ (pp. 33–4). 
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We have seen the purpose this might serve in the overarching philosophical 
scheme of the Symposium. But the role of myth itself in Plato’s dialogues is 
more complex than simply standing for error. Plato is the first writer known 
to have exploited the category of myth self-consciously (Dowden, 1992). 
Aristophanes’ myth stands beside Diotima’s myth (of Penia and Poros), the 
myth of Er (a legend that concludes Plato’s Republic) and of Atlantis (the 
name of a fictional island mentioned within an allegory on the hubris of 
nations in Plato’s works Timaeus and Critias) (see Kirk, 1974). While the 
philosopher excludes poetry from his Republic, it seems myth still has a 
purpose to serve. 
Myths are more than just unreal. They carry weight. In Ancient Greek, 

Muthos (literally ‘utterance’) originally referred to traditional tales of gods and 
heroes. In Aristotle’s Poetics, muthos refers to the plot of a play, contrasted 
with logos meaning ‘analytical statement’ or ‘theory’ (13/14).20 From this 
came an exaggerated sense of myth as untruth, Muthoi as stories rather than 
statements. But a traditional tale is not to be dismissed. The elements that 
attach to the idea of myth over the centuries are that they are stories with 
pre-literary roots and cultural significance. It is central to the definition of 
myth that they are told, passed on, and they are somehow important. G. S. Kirk 
(1974) distinguishes myth from fables and folktales in this manner: myths are 
not just good stories, but also bearers of important messages about life. 
It seems there is something within myth, in contrast to an analytic statement 

that wears its value on the outside. A myth demands things – recounting, for 
one – and this is central to its power. As Richard Armstrong (2005) puts it: 
‘A myth is not a final narrative, but one that thrives in retelling; it is not a 
static repository of truth so much as a way of processing truth in narrative 
form’ (p. 146). There is a sense of function here: ‘productive’, ‘thrives’, 
‘processing’. We can elaborate on Armstrong’s statement by asking: what 
exactly is occurring when a myth ‘thrives’? How can something, especially 
something old and fictitious, continue to produce meaning? Could the 
meaning be unpacked (becoming a theory, for example) and the outer 
coating of myth itself be put aside? The possibility feels unlikely, perhaps 
because there is a sense that myth arises where other means of expression 
would not suffice. But the question of a relationship between its surface 
properties and underlying ‘meaning’ remains. Myth is doing something. 
To take another step towards understanding the value of myth, we can 

ask what it is that might need ‘processing’ in this way. Psychoanalysis sug
gests that it is not ‘truth’ itself that needs ‘processing’, rather it is problems. 
Lacan benefits from a thinker who put this at the heart of a new approach 
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to myth itself: Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908–2009). In a series of works 
between 1949 and 1964, Lévi-Strauss had revolutionized anthropology and, 
central to this, the study of myth – his structuralist method holding out the 
promise of a new rigour amongst the humanities generally.21 Previous to 
Lévi-Strauss, the study of myth sought historical origins – this was where 
the ‘truth’ of myths could be found, through a genealogical archaeology, to 
origins, sources, historical events, personages, allegory, gods, rituals. But, for 
Lévi-Strauss, applying the insights of structural linguistics, the meaning of a 
myth is to be found in the composition of its parts. This composition 
responds to an underlying conceptual challenge, a problem resistant to a 
logical solution. The myth ‘solves’ this crux through a repetition of the 
problem within narrative. More than just a comfort, it is a psychological 
mechanism. 
The similarity to Freud’s theory of repetition as a response to an event 

that we can’t psychologically process is no coincidence. In Tristes Tropiques 
(1955), Lévi-Strauss describes geology, Marxism and psychoanalysis as his 
‘three mistresses’. The mistresses have in common ‘a process of decoding’ 
whereby ‘the operation of understanding consists of reducing apparent reality 
to its hidden dimension’ (Rossi, 1974, p. 7).22 That Freud is more to Lévi-
Strauss than just one amongst a handful of influences is evident in the 
centrality of Oedipus to Lévi-Strauss’ developing theory of myth. In 
demonstrating that myth responds to an underlying contradiction that can’t 
be resolved by other means, Lévi-Strauss takes Oedipus, and Thebes more 
broadly, as his example. He surveys the interlocked Theban tales – Oedipus 
marrying his mother, Antigone attempting to bury her brother, and so on – 
and concludes that the common theme is a failure to properly manage 
‘blood relations’ (i.e. by killing your father and sleeping with your mother). 
This is bound to a deeper concern with the nature of our creation, he 
argues, underlying episodes such as Cadmus’ killing of the dragon, and 
Oedipus’ defeating of the Sphinx. The Sphinx and the dragon are both 
traditionally chthonian beings that must be killed before mankind can be 
born from the earth. His conclusion is that the issue, repeated from Cadmus 
to Antigone, has to do with lingering ideas about ‘the autochthonous origin of 
mankind’ (pp. 215–216). And he cites Pausanius, the second-century geo
grapher who records a widespread belief that humans first arose like plants. 
For Lévi-Strauss, two troubling questions underlie the Oedipus myth: the 

initial concern, ‘is one born from one or from two’, is shadowed by a 
second, derivative issue: ‘Is the same born out of the same or out of some
thing that is different?’ (Grigg, 2006, p. 54). For Lévi-Strauss (1963), the 
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Oedipus myth has to do with ‘the inability, for a culture which holds 
the belief that mankind is autochthonous … to find a satisfactory transition 
between this theory and the knowledge that human beings are actually 
born from the union of man and woman’ (p. 216).23 In a move that will 
inspire Lacan, he positions Freud’s theory of the Oedipus complex as 
another telling of the myth itself: 

Although the Freudian problem has ceased to be that of autochthony 
versus bisexual production, it is still the problem of understanding how 
one can be born from two: how is it that we do not have only one 
procreator, but a mother plus a father? 

(p. 217) 

Lacan himself will be interested in the Oedipus complex as a fantasy – 
as a solution to something more troubling which remains beneath, 
un-mythologized. 
All this informs Lacan’s enthusiasm for the category of myth when he 

finds Plato employing it and seeks to compete. In the lamella’s first outing, 
in 1960, Lacan, with a clear echo of Lévi-Strauss, describes the lamella as 
providing ‘a symbolic articulation … rather than an image’ (2007, p. 718).24 

How do you conceptualize something that can’t be  imagined? Lacan’s 
answer, thanks to Lévi-Strauss, is through myth. In his paper ‘The neurotic’s 
individual myth’, Lacan (1979) has already appropriated the term ‘individual 
myth’ from Levi-Strauss’s ‘The Effectiveness of Symbols’ (1949), stating: 
‘Myth is what provides a discursive form for something that cannot be 
transmitted through the definition of truth’ (p. 407).25 Plato bolsters this 
approach, opening the door to a re-appropriation of the mythical more 
generally. He provides a precedent for creating myths to articulate the 
impossible. Lacan expresses his admiration for this self-conscious use of 
myth: ‘What is remarkable,’ he claims, ‘is precisely this rigor which ensures 
that when one engages with, when one locks into the plane of myth, Plato 
always knows perfectly well what he is doing or what he makes Socrates 
do.’ Lacan (2015) refers to the theories of a nineteenth-century philologist, 
Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff: 

Certain people have stressed it, Wilamowitz-Moellendorff for one – that 
there is a difference in register between what Socrates develops with his 
dialectical method and what, in Plato’s testimony, he presents us in the 
form of myth …. When one arrives, and in plenty of fields other than 
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love, at a certain terminus regarding what can be obtained at the level 
of episteme or knowledge, myth is necessary in order to go further. 
It is quite conceivable to us that there is a limit to knowledge, 

assuming that the latter is what can be accessed by purely and simply 
bringing the law of the signifier into play. In the absence of far-reaching 
conquests based on experiments, it is clear that in many domains – and 
even in domains in which we have no need for such conquests – it is 
urgent to give myth the floor. 

(pp. 118–19) 

For Lacan, ‘beyond the episteme’ becomes ‘beyond the symbolic order’ (i.e. 
beyond what language can reasonably contain and map out: the zone of the 
real). This is why he is interested in Plato’s own response to this ‘beyond’: 
‘And in all of Plato’s work, in the Phaedo, the Timaeus, and the Republic, 
myths arise when Plato needs them in order to fill the gap in what can be 
assured dialectically’ (p. 119).26 Limits and gaps carry significance in Lacanian 
theory: gaps in truth, in knowledge, in the subject itself. Consciousness cannot 
abide them, so their site becomes marked by invention: stories, desires, narra
tives underpinning desires, desires underpinning selfhood – anything to sustain 
at least the promise of wholeness and completion somewhere. Love is the 
ultimate filling of a gap with fantasy. It is mythical in its grandiosity and 
demands a myth to underpin it – western culture testifies to that. Lacan is 
keen to note that Plato contributes his own myth to this tradition. He 
introduces a myth regarding the birth of love which, Lacan (2015) notes, ‘is 
found only in Plato’s work’, showing that a writer of Plato’s era  ‘is altogether 
capable of forging a myth, a myth that has must have been enthusiastically 
handed down through the ages for it to function as such’ (p. 120). Love, 
Plato says, is the son of Poros (expediency) and of Penia (poverty). Penia had 
visited a banquet in order to beg and came across Poros, asleep in the garden 
outside. She lay down beside him and conceived Eros who is, consequently, 
poor but enterprising (Plato, Symposium, 178). Lacan, once again not to be 
outdone, provides his own myth of love – love as an impossible harmony – 
in Seminar VIII, with due self-consciousness. ‘To illustrate it for you, I will 
take the liberty of completing my image and of truly making it into a myth’ 
(2015, p. 52). He describes a hand reaching towards an object: a piece of 
fruit or a rose or a log: 

If, in the movement of reaching, drawing, or stirring, the hand goes far 
enough toward the object that another hand comes out of the fruit, 
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flower, or log and extends toward your hand – and at that moment 
your hand freezes in the closed plenitude of the fruit, in the open 
plenitude of the flower, or in the explosion of a log which bursts into 
flames – then what is produced is love. 

(p. 52) 

This is all well and good, but he continues: 

Consider what I mean to emphasize with this myth. Every myth is related 
to the inexplicable nature of reality [réel], and it is always inexplicable that 
anything whatsoever responds to desire. 

(p. 52)27 

Lacan’s myth of love highlights its own improbability. The myth self-evidently 
masks a failure of possible reciprocation, and in doing so draws attention to its 
function as myth – a narrative in place of an impossibility. Jean-Michel 
Rabaté (2001) describes Lacan’s myth as ‘a rare effusion of lyricism’, which 
is precisely the point: it is an artful, self-conscious fantasy of impossible 
symmetry (p. 142). To demonstrate the same point, Žižek (1997) likes to 
cite an advert rather than a myth but it is performing essentially the same 
function: a princess kisses a frog and it turns into a prince. The prince kisses 
the princess and she turns into a beer. The miracle is that desire should even 
seem symmetrical between someone desiring a whole Other and someone 
desiring a part object. ‘Truth’s first imagining or invention is Love’, Lacan 
states (2015, p. 51). Truth, like love, structured as a fiction, as a veil for a 
failure of reciprocity, for a gap. 
Myth does not just cover the gap but, remembering Lévi-Strauss’s analysis,  

it processes an underlying impossibility by repeating, and thereby refiguring, it. 
Hence Lacan’s concluding statement above: ‘It is the real that the drives 
mythify …. It is the real which creates desire by reproducing in it the 
relationship between the subject and the lost object.’ The real opens up a 
theoretical space for something which is unreal and yet has effect. In 
‘Position of the unconscious’, Lacan explains that the lamella must be called 
unreal ‘in the sense in which the unreal is not the imaginary and precedes 
the subjective realm it conditions (2007, p. 718).’ ‘Conditions’ is the verb 
via which we move to a model closer to that of trauma: the impossible 
pressing in upon the possible. It arises alongside developments in Lacan’s use 
of the concept of the real. Before 1964, the real is still loosely associated 
with some sense of an ‘ultimate reality’, but in Seminar XI it clearly becomes 
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the ‘impossible real’: having been entirely excluded from consciousness it 
gains its power to effect (see Chiesa, 2007).28 It impinges. 
This, finally, provides an answer to the question of desire’s ‘mainspring’. 

Desire, in its dynamic of lack and need, reproduces an original loss of which 
we are not even conscious: the real ‘creates desire by reproducing in it the 
relationship between the subject and the lost object’ (Lacan, 2007, p. 723). 
This relationship is something we cannot depict for ourselves other than 
through myth, an intangible loss pressing in upon consciousness, forming the 
structure of desire itself. Armed with Plato and Lévi-Strauss, Lacan returns 
to the two problems we saw driving Freud’s theoretical excursion: the 
nature of the libido and the source of sexual desire. In the mythical nature 
of the first, he finds a solution for the second. This is established in Seminar 
XI’s myth of the lamella, but it has been prepared for in his extended 
encounter with Plato’s Symposium three years earlier, Plato read through the 
prism of Beyond the Pleasure Principle and the work of August Weismann. It 
allows Lacan to locate sexuality’s mainsprings in mortality. Aristophanes’ 
myth validates this transition. 
One final implication of Lacan’s theory is that desire is removed not only 

from questions of reproduction but also from gender itself. ‘The link 
between sex and death, sex and the death of the individual, is fundamental’, 
Lacan (1977) states, and to this he adds a fundamental qualification regarding 
sexuality: ‘Existence, thanks to sexual division, rests upon copulation, 
accentuated in two poles that time-honoured tradition has tried to characterize 
as the male pole and the female pole’ (p. 150).29 Lacan’s phrasing is sig
nificant: It is only ‘time-honoured tradition’ that has tried to establish ‘male’ 
and ‘female’ as the two poles of sexed reproduction. Sex itself only ‘takes 
up the other lack, which is the real, earlier lack, to be situated at the advent 
of the living being’ (p. 205). It is the myth, strung across the traditional, 
sexuated poles, by which we come to terms with a division deeper than 
gender itself. 
This is why Lacan’s return to Aristophanes in Seminar XI bridges chapters 

on ‘the drive’ and ‘the Other’. Sex is found in the Other, here denoting the 
field of language and culture. Sexual difference is a game of fort-da that 
replicates but never resolves an original loss. A favourite reference of Lacan’s 
is the tale of Daphnis and Chloe, found in a third-century romance by the 
Greek writer Longus, in which two naive young lovers seek instruction as 
to what they are meant to do together (1977; see also 2007). There is no 
innate genital drive, no human sexuality without the external network of 
symbols and stories to tell it where to go. 
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Aristophanes’ myth of Eros proves popular over the centuries because it 
so powerfully seems to convey a truth about desire, lack and completeness. 
We’ve seen how, for Freud, it becomes inextricably entangled with his own 
questions over the logic of sexuality. But its original role as a fable to be 
corrected by Diotima carries a warning. Plato knew that the phenomenon 
of desire was not sufficiently explained by its various objects. These account 
for neither its origins nor its ultimate ends. He saw that desire is endless and, 
in some way, bound to our finitude. Pleasure points to something beyond sex, 
whether the material immortality of reproduction or the immortal values of 
which physical reproduction is a reflection. Without recourse to a world of 
Forms, however, Freud’s abstract drive causes problems, collapsing back 
into the cul-de-sac of narcissism (desire as a return to self) and eventually 
forcing the formulation of a ‘death drive’ (desire caught in a repetitive 
cycle). For Lacan, the mortal longing which led Plato to the realm of Forms 
leads to an equivalently inexhaustible drive founded on inherent, mortal lack. 
This fuels his interest in the Symposium. Aristophanes’ myth is even more 
valuable still, because Lacan intends to exploit the category of myth itself. 
An understanding of myth is necessary for his confrontation with Freud’s 
scientific aspirations, but it also mirrors sexuality more broadly, responding 
to a conceptual problem that is insoluble by any other means. 

Notes 

1	 ‘Science makes use of the word “libido”’ (p. 45), he writes, introducing it. Libido is 
derived from the Latin for wish or desire. Freud claimed to have borrowed it from 
the neurologist Albert Moll, but it appears prior to Moll’s work in early letters and 
manuscripts sent by Freud to his friend and intellectual companion in the formative 
years of psychoanalysis, Wilhelm Fliess. 

2	 This would have been noticeable at the time of its composition; the passage con
tains the only reference to female homosexuality in ancient Athenian writing 
(Plato, Symposium, 25, n. 72). 

3	 Freud himself uses the familiar designation ‘Uranism’, derived from the Symposium, in  
Three Essays (1905, 49, n. 2). Equally, this has been central to long-running criticism 
of Plato’s dialogue. See Philo of Alexandria on the Symposium’s pederasty as against 
‘nature’ to the extent that it threatened the end of civilization (Hunter, 2004, p. 121). 

4	 This figure of the Androgyne had deep roots in Freud’s culture (see Furness, 1965). 
In this tradition, the androgynous figure represents an overcoming of sex differ
ences. For Rilke, the limitations of individuality itself are surmounted. It is a mystic 
and transcendent phenomenon. Raymond Furness notes that in the medieval 
Cabbala (a key source for Boehme) Adam is originally both male and female, 
reflecting the androgynous unity of the Gnostic God. 

5	 See Sheldrake (1994). Modern ‘energy’ provided a unifying principle for the 
various components of a seventeenth-century mechanical universe: gravitation, 
magnetism and so on. 
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6	 Nachmansohn (1915) begins by criticizing Jung’s expanded definition of libido, and 
then argues that Plato’s notion of Eros is closer to Freud’s version: according to 
Plato, Eros (Love) is above all the instinct of sex or propagation. 

7	 Frankland (2006) hears an echo of Goethe in this use of Eros, specifically an allusion 
to the opening monologue of Faust (p. 47): ‘Eros, which holds together everything 
in the world’. See also Freud’s Goethe prize speech: ‘Goethe always rated eros high, 
never tried to belittle its power, followed its primitive and even wanton expressions 
with no less attentiveness than its highly sublimated ones and has, as it seems to me, 
expounded its essential unity throughout all its manifestations no less decisively than 
Plato did in the remote past’ (1927, p. 210). 

8	 Spencer (1900) combined insights from Coleridge’s essay ‘The Theory of Life’ –  
itself derivative from Schelling’s Naturphilosophie – with a generalization of Karl 
Ernest von Baer’s law of embryological development (it is Spencer who first uses 
the term ‘survival of the fittest’); see also Ellenberger (1981). 

9	 Compare the secular god Logos that Freud supports in Future of an Illusion (1927); 
again, knowledge of the ‘laws of reality’ displaces the purely narcissistic ‘omnipotence 
of thoughts.’ Oedipus had been associated with science since before Freud’s adoption 
of the myth. The French philosopher Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe (2003) writes that 
‘before becoming … the figure of desire and science, Oedipus was already a figure … 
a figure in philosophy, and the figure of philosophy’ (p. 8). Armstrong (2005) hears 
this undertone in the Leonardo study, the idea of science as ‘a means of oedipal 
self-assertion, a way of escaping the dangerous implications of feminization – 
emasculation, passivity, sensuality – through a masculine rivalry over knowledge of 
Mother Nature’ (p. 241). If knowledge involves confronting and coming to terms 
with our origins from two parents of different sex, there is a natural fit. See also 
Dean and Lane (2001) on the ominous ‘alignment of autoerotism, homosexuality 
and narcissism’ in the Leonardo essay. 

10	 Furness (1965) describes Jung’s projection of the animus and anima within us all as 
the most significant twentieth-century manifestation of the Androgyne. 

11	 The classical pair of opposites was, in fact, Eros–Neikos (Love–Strife), and Bios–Thanatos 
(Life–Death), but not Eros–Thanatos (Ellenberger, 1981). But the importance of 
evolutionary biology for Freud suggests why equating Eros and Bios is valuable. 
The equation of love and life allows for a sense of progress and assimilation under 
the banner of Eros, while death as a form of ‘strife’ preserves a sense of 
fragmentation. 

12	 Freud’s main source for the science is Alexander Lipschütz, Warum wir Sterben (Why 
we Die) (1914). Lipschütz describes a range of experiments on protista undertaken in 
the previous couple of decades including those conducted by Émile Maupas, who 
disproved Weismann: Paramecium can continue indefinitely. 

13	 As Aristophanes describes, the original, ‘whole’ humans were terrible in their 
strength and vigor; they had great ambitions and made an attack on the gods. The 
story told by Homer about Ephialtes and Otus, how they tried to climb up to 
heaven to attack the gods, really refers to them. In Homer’s account, Ephialtes and 
Otus were huge humans who planned to overthrow the gods by piling mountains 
on each other. They were destroyed by Apollo, Zeus’ son (Homer, Odyssey, 
11.307–20). 

14	 There is no evidence that she is a historical figure. On the significance of her being 
female, see Halperin (1990). 

15	 Gill (1990) argues that this type of interpretation expresses a distinctively modern 
interest in individuality. 

16	 For example, Lacan also uses the rare word scissiparous meaning reproduction by 
fission: ‘it is, like the amoeba in relation to sexed beings, immortal – because it 
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survives any division, any scissiparous intervention’. Georges Bataille (1957 [1986]), 
in Erotism a few years earlier, uses the rare scissipare/scissiparité to describe reproduction 
by splitting as he presents reproduction itself as a form of growth feeding off an 
excess energy in life, but it is growth that threatens us by not being our own. This is 
part of the work’s abiding concern with the relationship between death and sexuality, 
with its own clear echoes of Beyond the Pleasure Principle. The  chapter  ‘Sexual Plethora 
and Death’ involves a prolonged comparison of sexual and asexual reproduction 
(see Roudinesco, 1997, who covers the relationship between Lacan and Bataille 
extensively). The work has a clear impact on Lacan’s Ethics of Psychoanalysis seminar 
of 1959–60 (Žižek, 2006), but given Lacan’s medical training, one might expect the 
direction of influence is from Lacan to Bataille. 

17	 For a description of gold lamellae found in a Greek grave, see Graf (1993). 
18	 Lacan (2007) describes the autonomous hommelette at far greater length, before 

stating that ‘I will now change [its name] to a more decent one, “lamella” (of 
which the word ‘omelette’ is, in fact, but a metastasis)’ (p. 719). 

19	 Lamella is a Latin diminutive form of lamina, which to the ancient Romans meant ‘a 
flake of metal’, ‘a thin plate’ (it is the source of laminated). 

20	 Vernant (1957) argues that philosophy ceases to be myth in order to become 
philosophy. 

21	 See Les Structures élémentaires de la parenté (1949); Tristes Tropiques (1955); Anthropologie 
structurale (1958); Le Cru et le cuit (1964). 

22	 According to Doniger (2009), ‘Lévi-Strauss is indebted to Freud for many things: 
for the concept of ambivalence that underlies his theories of contradiction and 
paradox, for the structural use of inversion and so forth. His debt is patently evident, 
particularly in one of his last books, The Jealous Potter (1985), in his use of such 
Freudian terms as “secondary elaboration”, for glosses of the symbolism of myth, 
and ‘upward displacement’ for the substitution of parts of the head for the lower 
parts of the body …. In his analysis of the myth of Asdiwal, Lévi-Strauss refers to 
latent content and unconscious categories (The Story of Asdiwal, 1967)’ (1976, 
pp. 146–97). More relevant still is his emphasis on the importance of irrational 
forces as a basis of myth. See also Grigg (2006). Hénaff (2009) notes that the 
father of one of Lévi-Strauss’s classmates worked closely with Marie Bonaparte; 
Lévi-Strauss read Freud 1925–30. 

23	 He refers to Pausanius (VIII, XXIX, 4) on the ability of the sun to produce human 
life from wet ground. 

24	 For a concise account of Lévi-Strauss’s significance for Lacan’s thoughts on myth, 
see Leader (2003). The anthropologist is, of course, a very real presence at Lacan’s 
seminars, present in both the second and the eleventh, and responsible for the eleventh 
happening at all. For a book-length study of the relationship, see Zafiropoulos 
(2010). 

25	 Leader (2003) also notes a very Lévi-Straussian formulation in Seminar IV: ‘a way of 
confronting an impossible situation by the successive articulation of all the forms of 
the impossibility of the solution’ (p. 38). 

26	 On this subject, see Brisson (1999), although Brisson argues that Plato saw logos as 
vastly superior; see also Detienne (1986). 

27	 Leader (2003): ‘Although Lacan does not cite the reference, this odd metaphor 
is in fact adapted from the work of the thirteenth-century mystic Ramón 
Lull’ (p. 45). 

28	 Roudinesco (1997) finds the influence of Bataille here: ‘Bataille’s ideas on the 
impossible and heterology, deriving from them a concept of the “real” seen first as 
“residue” and then as “impossible”’ (p. 136). 

29	 In Seminar XVII (1991, p. 75), he associates sexus (sex) with secare (cut). 
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